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A general uniqueness theorem for the abstract Cauchy problem x’(t) =f(t, x(t)); 
x(t) = P(t) + o@(t)) as t 10 is proved extending a result due to Goldstein. 
Applications of this theorem to a partial differential equation of a generalized 
Euler-Poisson-Darboux type are also discussed. 
1. INTR~OUCTI~N 
The classical uniqueness theorem of Nagumo for the initial value problem 
x’(r) =f(t, x(r)); x(0) = xg is based on the hypothesis ]f(t. x) -f(f,~~)] < 
(l/t) ]x - p]. Suppose the factor l/r that appears on the right-hand side of 
this inequality is raplaced by K/P, where K and a are given (positive) 
numbers. The following are easy to see: (i) uniqueness persists if a < 1; (ii) 
uniqueness is violated if CL > 1; (iii) if K > 1, then uniqueness is violated even 
for cf = 1. 
An additional hypothesis on f that will mend matters and ensure 
uniqueness in the case a = 2 is given in 141. An extension on similar lines of 
the general uniqueness theorem of Kamke to arbitrary normed linear spaces 
and under a more general dissipative type hypothesis on f is contained in [3 1. 
With regard to the failure mentioned in (iii), Goldstein [2] shows that the 
positive integer n E [K, K + 1) is an exact measure of nonuniqueness in the 
sense that if x(O), x’(O),..., x’“‘(O) are also to take prescribed values, then 
uniqueness is attained. Of course, it is not implied that these n + 1 
“elements” can be prescribed arbitrarily and that for each such prescription 
there corresponds a solution; that is a question of existence and there is no 
reference to that question here. 
Goldstein considers the problem in the setting of a complex Banach space 
X, his exact hypothesis on f is that Re u/(f(t, X) -f(t, ~7)) < (n/t) ]]x -J’]]’ 
for some IJI E J(x - y), where J is the duality map of X. This note seeks to 
extend Goldstein’s theorem by imposing a more general dissipative-type 
hypothesis on f somewhat similar to the Kamke hypothesis. Examples are 
given to indicate how this extension includes situations that are not covered 
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by Goldstein’s original result: applications similar to those in 12 1 are also 
considered. 
2. EXTENSION OF GOLDSTEIN'S THEOREM 
First we introduce the concept of the duality map of a normed linear space 
and of a semi-inner product derived from it. To make the discussion self- 
contained in this respect, we also quote from the literature statements and 
proofs of those elementary properties of this semi-inner product that we 
would use in what follows. 
2.1. LEMMA. Let X be a normed linear space, X* be the dual space of X. 
J: X + .?(X*) be the duality map of X (into the collection of all subsets of 
X*) dej%ed by J(x)= (x* E X*:x*(x)= I/XII’ = IIx*~~~} and let ( , ),: 
XxX+R be the “semi-inner product” on X defined by (x,.f> = 
inf(Rey*(x): y* E J(y)\. Then, 
(i) (ax, y) = a(x, y) for all x, y in X and for all u > 0; 
(ii) (x + y, 2) < (x. z) + II ~‘1) l/zIl for all x, y. z in X; 
(iii) ifx: (a, 6) + X has a weak derivative x’(t) E X at t E (a, b). then 
Ilx(t)ll D- IIx(t)ll < (x’(t), x(t)), where D- IIx(t)ll denotes the left upper Dini 
derivate of llxll at t. 
(iv) if X is an inner-product space, with inner product ( , ). then 
(x, y) = Re(x, y) for all x, y, in X. 
Proof: (i) This is obvious. 
(ii) Let z* E J(z). Then 
Re Z*(Y) < Iz*(Y) ,< IIz*II IIYII = Ilzll Ilvll 
so that 
Re z*(x +J-‘)= Re z*(x) + Rez*(y)< Re z*(x) + llzll 11~11. 
Taking infimum over all z* E J(z), (ii) results. 
(iii) Let x* E J(x(t)) and s E (a, t). Then 
Re x*(x(s)) < lx*(.u(s))l < /Ix* II IIx(s)ll = IIx(t)ll llx(~)ll 
so that 
Re x*(x(s) -x(t)) = Re x*(x(s)) - Re x*(x(t)) 
= Re x*(x(s)) - ilx(t)ll’ 
< II-al II4s)lI - llx(f)llz. 
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On dividing by the negative number s - t, this gives 
Rex* x(s; I y ) > II XWll 
II x(s)ll - II x(t)ll 
s-t 
Taking lim sup as s T t, it follows that 
Re x*W(t)) > IIxWll Dm IIxO)ll. 
This being true for all x* E J(x(t)), (iii) follows. 
(iv) Let H be the completion of X into a Hilbert space and let ( , ) 
denote the inner product on H as well. If 4’ E H and jr* E J(p), then by the 
Riesz representation theorem, 3! [ E H such that y*(z) = (z, [) for all z E H; 
also then, II y* II = ll[ll. N ow the equalities J’*(Y) = )I ~11~ = /I J,* 11’ give 
(VT 4 = 114’112 = lKl12 and these in turn give II y - [II’ = 0, whence [ =y. 
Consequently, if x,y are in X, then (x, ~7) = inf{Re y*(x): y* E J(y)} = 
Re(x, y). Q.E.D. 
2.2. Note. The “infimum” involved in the definition of ( . ) is actually 
the “minimum” but this fact is superfluous for our purposes. 
Our generalization of Goldstein’s theorem may now be stated as follows: 
2.3. THEOREM. Let X be a normed linear space, R be an open set in X 
with 0 E fi, a be a positive number, p: (0, a] x [0, oo)- [0, 00) be a 
continuous function with p(t, 0) = 0 for all t E (0, a] and let P: (0, a ] + X 
and p: (6, a] -+ W be given functions. Let f: (0, a] x 12 + X be such that for 
all t E (0, a] and for all x and y in R there holds 
(f 09 *u) -f (4 Yh x-YJ’)<IlX-J’II 646 ll+y-Yll) (1) 
and suppose that the only solution of the scalar dtflerential equation 
z’(t) = rp(t. z(t)) (2) 
on any interval (0, p) satisfying z(t) = o@(t)) as t 1 0 is the zero solution. 
Then for each interval (0, a] c (0, a] there is at most one strongly continuous 
and weak& dtrerentiable function x: (0, a] +X such that 
x’(t) =f(t, x(t)) forall tE (O,a] (3) 
and 
x(t) = P(r) + O(t)) as f 10. (4) 
2.4 Remarks. (1) By hypothesis (4) above is meant the following: “For 
each E > 0 there exists 6 > 0 such that for all t E (0,6) there holds 
II 44 - W)ll < E IW.” 
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(2) The case treated in Goldstein [2] is obtained from the following 
specialization: Let n be a postive integer and u,, , U, ,..., U, be given elements 
of X. Set p(t) = t”, P(t) = x:=0 u,tk and cp(f, z) = (n/t)z. Now the hypothesis 
on the solutions of the scalar differential equation (2) is automatically 
satisfied. 
(3) In proving his theorem, Goldstein employs the rzth order Taylor 
expansion for solutions about the initial point I = 0. This method is not 
applicable to our present case since we are not making the specific choice of 
the function P as a polynomial of degree <n. Our proof of Theorem 2.3 is 
based on the following result known as 
PERRON'S LEMMA. Let g: (d, c I+ [0, a) be continuous, A = ((1, x) E 
(d,c] x R:O<x<g(t)} and let v: A + R be continuous with p(t, 0) < 0 for 
all t E (d, c]. If any of the Dini deritrates Dg of g satisfies the inequality 
Dg(f) < rp(f, g(t)) for all t E (d, c), then for each J E [0, g(c) 1 (here exists 
z: (d. cl + IF’ such that z(c) = 1 and z’(t) = rp(f, z(f)). 0 < z(t) <g(f) for all 
t E (d, c). 
A proof of a more general version of this result appears in [ 1; Theorem 
I 1, pp. 30-3 11. 
Proof of Theorem 2.3. Let s: (0, a ] + X. ~3: (0. a ] --t X be strongly 
continuous and weakly differentiable functions satisfying Eqs. (3) and (4) 
and let g: (0. a] --$ [0, co) be defined by g(t) = [Ix(f) - y(t)ll. Now applying 
Lemma 2.l(iii) to the funciton ?s -J’. 
g(t) D-g(t) < (x’(t) -f(t), -x(t) - dOi 
= (f(f. x(t)) -f(t.y(t)). X(f) -?‘(f)! 
< 11x(t) -Y(t)11 v(t, IIXV) -.e)ll) by (1) 
= &Y(t) (Do, g(O). 
Since g is nonnegative, this gives D-g(t) < q(t, g(t)) at each t E (0, a ] where 
g(t) # 0. If g(t) = 0 at some t, then at that point q(t, g(f)) = q(t. 0) = 0 and 
hence 
D -g(r) = lirn;Oup g(( + h) - cd0 = lim sup d( + h) < o 
h hT0 h ’ 
from the nonnegativity of g. Thus the inequality D-g(f) < rp(t, g(t)) holds at 
all points f E (0, a]. 
From hypothesis (4) on x and y, we have g(t) = /(x(t) -P(f)) - (y(f) - 
P(t))11 = o&(t)) as f 1 0; also clearly, g is continuous by the strong continuity 
of x and y. Now let c E (0, a). By Perron’s lemma, there exists z: (0, c] + F 
such that z(c) = g(c) and z’(f) = o(t, z(t)), 0 < z(t) <g(f) for all t E (0, c). 
Since g(t) = o(,~(t)) as t 1 0, we have then z(t) = o(,u(t)) as t 1 0 and this 
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forces z(t) = 0 for all I E (0, c]. But this gives g(c) = z(c) = 0 and since 
c E (0, a) is arbitrary, it follows that g(t) = 0 for all t E (0, a]. This 
completes the proof. 
3. EXAMPLES 
This section is devoted to working out in detail some examples that are 
covered by Theorem 2.3 but to which the version in Goldstein 121 is not 
applicable. These examples are referred to again in Section 4, where some 
applications to partial differential equations are considered. 
3.1 EXAMPLE. Consider any nonlinear operator A: 5’(A) c X + X which 
is accretive, i.e., A satisfies the condition sup{ Re ~/(,4x - AJ): 
~~/~J(x-y)}~Oforallx,yinD(A).Letg:~(A)~Xbedefinedbyg(x)= 
x-Ax, and f: (0, l/c] x Y(A) + X be defined by f(t, x) = ((i/t) + 
(l/t log I)) g(x), where c > 1 and J > l/log c are fixed numbers. Set cp(t. z) = 
((A/t) + (l/f log t))z and p(t) = t.’ log r. Now the solutions of the auxiliary 
scalar differential equation dz/dt = cp(t, z) on (0. l/c] are z = 0 and 
z(r) = Q(t) for arbitrary constants C < 0; hence the only solution that 
satisfies the condition z(t) = o@(t)) as t 1 0 is the zero solution. Also. since 
A is accretive, (Aq’ - Ax, x - 4’) < 0 for all x, J in f%(A ). 
Hence. 
(g(x) - g(y), ?c - y) = (x - Ax - .1’ + A.V. x - y, 
~((A~-Ax,x-p)+(I.u-~~Il~ by Lemma 2.1 (ii) 
<<IX-?‘I(’ 
and this gives (f(t. x) -f(t,y), x -y) < /Ix -?‘I) (~(t, j/x -evil). Thus 
uniqueness theorem 2.3 applies to this class of examples. 
It should be noted that if n = [I], the integer contained in the interval 
(1 - 1, I], then p(t)/t” -+ 0 and p(t)/t”” + --03 as t 10 unless n = A, in 
which case p(t)/t”-’ + 0 and ,u(r)/t” + -co as t 1 0. Thus, there does not 
exist a nonnegative integer n with p(t) = O(P). Consequently, these examples 
are not covered by Goldstein’s original result in [ 2 1. 
3.2 EXAMPLE. With A and g as in Example 3.1, define f: (0. a] x 
Q(A) + X by f(t, x) = (d/t’+ ‘) g(x), where a, c. 1 are arbitrarily fixed 
positive numbers. Set p(t) = exp(-/3/r”) and q(t, z) = (d/t” ‘)I, where the 
numbers /3 and p are so chosen that either (i) p > c or (ii) p = c and J < /?. 
Clearly, the solutions of the auxiliary scalar differential equation dz/dt = 
409,94 ? I? 
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~(t, z) are z = 0 and z(t) = Cexp(-L/r’) for arbitrary constants C > 0. And 
in view of the fact that lim,I,(e~-~“‘/e-““P) = co if c < p or if c =p and 
1 </I, it follows that the only solution that satisfies the condition z(f) = 
o@(r)) as t 1 0 is the zero solution. Thus, Theorem 2.3 applies to this class 
of examples too and these are also not covered by the result in 12 J. 
3.3 EXAMPLE. Once again let A and g be as in the preceding examples 
and let h: (0, a] x O(A) + X be such that for a certain function W: (0, al x 
[0, co)+ [0, 00) there holds ll4L x) - h(t,y)ll < w(t, IIx --AI). Let 
1’: (0, a] -+ [0, co) and set f(t, x) = y(t) g(x) + h(t, x). Then, 
(f(t, x) -f(f.4’)7 x -ri 
= (y(r)( g(x) - g(y)) + h(t, x) - w, .vL x - Yi 
,< y(r)(g(x) - g(Y), x -Y> + II h(f, -x) - w, ?,)I1 lI*y --?‘I1 
by Lemma 2.1 (i, ii) 
< YW II-K --)‘v + IIX -Al 46 IIX -rll> 
= IIX -YII (DC6 IIX -.a 
where cp(t, z) = y(r)z + w(r, z). The functions y and w (i.e., essentially h) may 
be chosen appropriately so that dz/dt = (D(L z) has only the zero solution 
which satisfies the condition z(t) = ok(t)) as t 1 0. (For example. we may 
choose p(t) = t, y(t) = l/(t + I’) and ~(t, z) = z*/(t + t*).) For such choices. 
uniqueness theorem 2.3 applies to this more general class of examples as 
well. 
It was not necessary to specific any particular function P(t) in the 
foregoing examples since, as mentioned in the introduction, there is no 
existence assertion implied. Thus. in these examples, whatever P(t) was 
“given” did not matter. But this need not be so in every case. 
3.4 EXAMPLE. A lot less generally than in the preceding examples, let 
X = Q = R, let a be any positive number. and set cp(f, z) = z/f, P(t) = 2 “5. 
p(t) = t, and f(t, x) = (x - 4)/r. Clearly, the solutions of the equation 
x’(f) =f(t, x(t)) are given by x(t) = 2 fi + Ct for arbitrary constants C. and 
all of these solutions satisfy the initial condition x(O) = 0. However. the 
requirement x(f) = P(f) + c+(f)) as t 1 0 picks up the unique solution 
x(t) = 2&. But this uniqueness is not achieved by prescribing a certain 
number of derivatives of x at 0 since not even x’(O) exists. 
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4. APPLICATIONS TO CERTAIN PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
This section deals with some applications of Theorem 2.3 in the manner of 
[2] to certain “singular partial differential equations” which are 
generalizations of the Euler-Poisson-Darboux equation. 
As in [2], let X be an inner product space with inner product ( , ). 
S: Q(S) c X+ X be a Hermitian (i.e., formally self-adjoint) linear operator. 
~:(O,~O)~C,P,:(O,~O)~X,P~:(O,~~)’X, andp:(O,co-+IR be given 
functions and let (D: (0, co) x [0, co) --+ ]O, 00) be a continuous function with 
tp(t, 0) = 0 for all t E (0, co) and satisfying the hypothesis that the only 
solution of (2) subject to the condition z(t) = o@(t)) as t 1 0 is the zero 
solution. Consider the second-order abstract differential equation 
v”(f) - b(t) v’(t) + S%(t) = 0 (5) 
for unknown functions V: (0, co) + .Q(S’). We have 
4.1 THEOREM. If 
Re b(t) < inf( (l/z) cp(t, z): z E (0, co) 1, (6) 
then the d@erential equation (5) has at most one solution v satisfying the 
conditions 
wo = A(0 + dw) as t LO, (7) 
v’(t) = P*(t) + oCu(O) as t 10. (8) 
ProoJ Let Y be the product space (V(S)/ker(S)) x Y(S) with inner 
product ( , ) defined by ((c;), (cl)) = (Sx,, SV,) + (x~,.v~) and define the 
linear operators A and B(t) on Y by 
where Z is the identity operator on X. Let v,, v2 be solutions of (5) satisfying 
conditions (7) and (8) and set ~1 = c, - c?. Then u is a solution of (5) 
satisfying the condtions Sv(t) = o@(t)) and v’(t) = o@(t)) as t 1 0. Writing 
u(t) = (:I!&), we have u’(t) =f(r, u(r)), where f is defined by f(t. x) = 
(A + B(Z))x. But for x = (:I), we have 
@-5x)= ((-;i,, ), (::))=(s.~,,S*,)+(-S’r,.x,) 
= (S-h, S-Y,) - (Sx,, Sx,) = @x2, Sx,) - (sx,,sx,) 
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so that Re(Ax, x) = 0: also, 
Hence by the linearity of the map x +f(r, x), we have 
Re(f(k x) -f(f.y), x-y:, 
= (Re b(r)) I/x? --yzll’ 
< ll+Y* -J-/1* (l/z) df, z) for all z > 0 by (6) 
< 11-Y - l12 (l/z) V(f, z) for all z > 0. 
where 1(x -~pIj’= Ij.S(x, -J,)~I + 11~~ -bill’. If x#.r. then replacing I by 
IIx -y)I in the above inequality, there results 
and this obviously holds if x = .r’ as well. Thus hypothesis (1) of Theorem 2.3 
is verified. Also since Sv(f) = o@(f)) and c’(r) = o(,u(f)) as r 1 0. /I u(f)/l’ = 
IlSu(r)(l’ + 11 o’(r)ll’ = o(@(r))‘) and hence u(r) = o@(r)) as r 1 0. It therefore 
follows from Theorem 2.3 that u = 0 and this completes the proof. 
4.2 Remark. Hypothesis (7) on the solutions of (5) may be replaced by 
Pu(r) =p,(r) + o@(r)) as fj0 (9) 
and 
L’(f) = L%(f) + Mr)) as f 1. 0, (10) 
where p3: (0, co) + X is also a given function. For, if c, and L:: satisfy (9) 
and (IO), then L’ = u, - ~1~ satisfies S*o(r) = o@(r)) and a(r) = o&(f)) as 
r 1 0. Using the fact that S is Hermitian, we have I/ S~l(t)ll’ = (Sa(t), SC(~)) = 
(S24t), 0)) < II s’@)ll II w. It now follows from this inequality that 
G(f) = o@(f)) as r 1 0. 
As a particular case of Theorem 4.1, consider the following: Let 
cj E C’(ll?“) for 1 <j < n be complex-valued functions and let X be the 
complex Hilbert space L’(IF”). For some r < 4. let 4 E M,,,,,(IR”) be a 
nonnegative function and suppose that q = 4, + q? with q, E M,(IR”) and 4> 
satisfying the condition: for a fixed c > 0, q2(x) > -c IIxII’ for all x E p”. 
Here, W.,,, (Wn) and M,([E”) denote the Stummel classes of complex-valued 
measurable functions defined in the usual manner. Thus, given a measurable 
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function J IFi” + C and a number r E IR, define the function Mr.,: /I?” + 
[O, ~1 by 
@ffJ(x))2 = iI,,-,,,,  If( /Ix -A-” dy, if r ( n, 
= J If(r &Y if ran. 11.x 4 < 1 
Then fE N..dW iff j’%, is locally bounded, and fE M,(R”) iff Mf.r is 
bounded. 
With the above assumptions regarding q and the functions cj (1 <j < n), it 
is known (see [5, Sects. 10.4, 10.51) that the partial differential operator T 
on L2(lR”) with domain G?(T) = C&,(IR”) defined by 
Tj=qf- =? d- 
,r, (a, +cj)2f 
is nonnegative and essentially self-adjoint. We now have 
4.3 THEOREM. Let q satisfy the hypotheses mentioned above, 
cj E C’(lT?“) for 1 <j ( n, let the functions 6, ,a, and v, be as in Theorem 4.1 
and satisfy the hypotheses of that theorem, and let pk: (0, co) x 
R” + C(k= 1, 2, 3) be given functions with pk(t. .) E L’(R”) for each 
t E (0, 00). Then the partial d@%rential equation 
$i _ b(t) f$ + qv - ;- 
,r, (&+cj)2L’=o (11) 
has at most one solution v: (0, ~0) x Ip” + & which satisJes the conditions 
t’(f, .) = P,(f, *) + O@(f)) as t 10, (12) 
g (6 *) = Pz(f. .) + o@(t)) as t 10, (13) 
W, a) =pJfr a) + o@(t)) as t 1 0. (14) 
Proof: Let II,, L’~ be solutions of (11) satisfying conditions (12t( 14). 
Then u = o, - v2 is a solution of (11) satisfying (12~( 14) with pk = 0. If T 
is the uniquely determined self-adjoint extension of the nonnegative operator 
T on L’(lR”) and S= (n’!‘, then writing v’(t) and u”(t) for au/& and 
a2v/at2, respectively, we have from (1 l), v”(t) - b(t) u(t) + S%(f) = 0. And 
from (12~(14) with pk = 0, we have also v(t) = o@(t)), u’(t) = o@(t)), and 
S’v(f) = oC,u(t)) as t 1 0. Now, in view of Remark 4.2, Theorem 4.1 applies 
to give v = 0. 
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4.4 Remark. It may be noted that if the functions a, and .u are chosen as 
in Examples 3.1 and 3.2, then hypothesis (6) imposed on the function b in 
Theorems 4.1 and 4.3 can be simply described as 
Re b(t) < (A/t) + (l/t log t) and Re b(t) < d/t” * ’ , 
respectively. 
4.5 Remark. In view of the linearity of the Eqs. (5) and (1 1 ), it is clear 
that in Theorems 4.1 and 4.3 these differential equations could as well be 
given nonzero “right-hand sides,” thus considering the corresponding 
inhomogeneous problems. This, obviously, does not alter the analysis of the 
problem. 
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